Linear and nonlinear spectroscopy by a common-path birefringent interferometer
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Abstract—We introduce a passive common-path interferometer to replace Michelson interferometers in Fourier-transform spectroscopy. Our device exploits birefringence to introduce a highly accurate delay between two orthogonal polarization components by continuously varying the material thickness. Thanks to its inherent delay stability and reproducibility, it can be used even for short wavelengths (down to ~200nm) without the need for any active control or position tracking. We first demonstrate its performances in linear spectroscopy, by implementing a spectrometer and a spectrophotometer. We then extend its use to nonlinear spectroscopy and, in combination with lock-in detection at MHz modulation frequencies, illustrate its application to pump-probe spectroscopy and, in combination with lock-in detection at MHz, demonstrate its high sensitivity (Δν/T<3·10^-6 in 1-s integration time) and broadband stimulated Raman scattering microscopy in the CH stretching region.

Index Terms—Fourier-transform spectroscopy, ultrafast optics, coherent Raman scattering, pump-probe.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical spectrometers can be divided in frequency-domain [1] and time-domain [2]. A frequency-domain spectrometer directly records the intensity spectrum \( \tilde{I}(\omega) = |\tilde{E}(\omega)|^2 \) of the optical waveform \( E(t) \). This can be accomplished either sequentially, by measuring the intensity of different frequency components, selected by a tunable bandpass filter (such as a monochromator) or in parallel, by spatially separating the different frequencies using a dispersive optical element (such as a prism or a grating) and measuring their intensity simultaneously using a multichannel detector (such as a diode array or a charge-coupled device).

Time-domain, or Fourier-transform (FT) spectrometers [2] work on a different principle: they use an interferometer that creates two time-delayed replicas of the light to be measured, \( E(t) \) and \( E(t-\tau) \), both of which impinge on a single-pixel detector. By measuring the overall incident energy as a function of optical path difference of the interferometer, one obtains the delay-dependent signal [2]:

\[
U(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} E(t) + E(t-\tau) dt = U_{DC} + U_{AC}(\tau)
\]

where:

\[
U_{DC} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |E(t)|^2 dt
\]

\[
U_{AC}(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} E(t)E^*(t-\tau) dt + c.c.
\]

The first term (Eq. 2a) is a constant offset, not dependent on the delay \( \tau \), while the second (Eq. 2b) is an interferogram which oscillates with the carrier period. By Fourier transforming this second term and recalling the Wiener-Khintchine theorem [3], one obtains:

\[
\tilde{U}_{AC}(\omega) = 2\tilde{|E(\omega)|}^2 = 2\tilde{I}(\omega)
\]

thus retrieving the intensity spectrum of the optical waveform.

FT spectrometers are widely used in many fields, such as astronomy [4], biology [5]-[7] and atmospheric sciences [8],[9], as well as for nuclear magnetic resonance [10]. They have the following advantages: (i) they require a single element detector, which is especially important in spectral ranges where multichannel detectors are expensive or not available, such as the mid-infrared (MIR) FTIR detectors [11]; (ii) when the sensitivity is limited by the detector noise, such as in the MIR, they perform better than multichannel detectors (the so-called Felgett advantage [10]); (iii) their spectral resolution Δν, which is inversely proportional to the maximum delay \( \tau_{max} \) of the interferometer (\( \Delta \nu \propto 1/\tau_{max} \)), can be easily varied according to the required measurement precision by
adjusting the scan range; (iv) due to the lack of frequency selective elements, their optical throughput is very high, approaching unity (the so-called Jacquinot advantage [13]), which is especially important when working under low light conditions.

Typically, FT spectrometers rely on an amplitude division interferometer [14] (such as a Michelson or a Mach-Zehnder interferometer) for the generation of the time-delayed replicas. As the interferogram oscillates at the optical carrier frequency, its acquisition requires a delay precision much better than the optical period, so that any mechanical vibration of one arm of the interferometer, with a fraction of the wavelength amplitude, would spoil the interference pattern. This calls for active stabilization of the interferometer [15] or tracking with an auxiliary beam (as in commercial FTIR instruments) and makes it difficult to use FT spectrometers at shorter wavelengths, such as the near-infrared (NIR) or visible range, unless sophisticated closed-loop control systems are implemented [15].

Birefringent interferometers allow to overcome these difficulties and to achieve high passive delay stability of the generated replicas. Instead of separating the two replicas in space, as in a Michelson interferometer, a birefringent interferometer projects them onto two perpendicular polarization states, which are delayed with very high accuracy by varying the thickness of a birefringent material and then projected back to a common polarization state, in order to allow their interference on the detector. Scanning time-domain birefringent interferometers were developed for astronomical applications [16],[17], exploiting their high throughput in order to measure weak emission spectra from stars and nebulae, and were later implemented in imaging spectrometers [18]. Alternatively, static birefringent interferometers use a pair of birefringent wedges with optical axes rotated by 90° sandwiched between crossed polarizers, which introduce a delay varying along the transverse spatial coordinate [19]. In this way, they produce fringes in the spatial domain, recorded by a detector array. They have the advantages of avoiding scanning elements and allowing single-shot acquisition of the interferogram, but the drawbacks of requiring a multichannel detector, and a very high sensitivity to inhomogeneities in the spatial profile of the measured beam.

We introduced a passive birefringent interferometer for FT spectroscopy in the visible/NIR [20]. It is based on a simplified version (employing only two birefringent wedges instead of four) of the Translating-Wedge-based Identical pulses eNCoding System (TWINS), formerly introduced by our group for two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy [21]. TWINS is similar to a Babinet-Soleil compensator: while the latter is typically used as a variable wave plate [22], with retardation of one or a few optical waves, the TWINS system is designed to generate pulse replicas with retardation of hundreds of optical cycles (i.e. hundreds of femtoseconds).

The advantages of TWINS are its simplicity, compactness and low cost, which make it attractive for many applications. TWINS can be used to build a compact FT spectrometer also at wavelength ranges, such as visible or UV, where path-length stabilization in classical Michelson interferometers becomes technically too demanding. In addition, TWINS can be used in nonlinear spectroscopy for time-domain FT detection of broadband differential signals, exploiting sensitive modulation transfer schemes with high-frequency modulation and synchronous detection with lock-in amplifiers [23], [24]. This approach exploits the linearity of the FT operator, which allows one to obtain the differential spectrum as the FT of the delay-dependent demodulated signal.

Here we showcase the use of our TWINS interferometer for a variety of spectroscopic applications. Section II reviews the TWINS principle and presents the details of its experimental implementation and characterization. Section III presents several applications: a spectrophotometer to measure the absorption spectrum of a sample, a broadband pump-probe spectrometer working at 20-MHz modulation rate and a broadband Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) setup. Section IV outlines future implementations of TWINS for broadband spectroscopy.

II. TWINS DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION

The principle scheme of the TWINS interferometer is shown in Fig. 1: it consists of two blocks, A and B, of the same birefringent material, with optical axes (see orange arrows in Fig. 1) perpendicular to the propagation direction and rotated by 90° one with respect to the other. To allow fine tuning of its thickness, block A is shaped in the form of two equal wedges with small apex angle (of the order of a few degrees). For an input light beam polarized at 45° with respect to the optical axes, its energy is equally distributed into two perpendicularly polarized components that collinearly propagate along the fast and slow axes of the birefringent material. The delay between these two components can be controlled by varying the thickness of block A, inserting one wedge in and out of the beam (see thick blue arrow in Fig. 1). Block B introduces a fixed delay of opposite sign with respect
to block A, thus allowing one to achieve zero delay. Finally, after the birefringent blocks A and B, a polarizer projects the orthogonally polarized components to a common polarization state, to allow their interference on a detector.

The two key characteristics of TWINS, that make it an ideal tool for FT spectroscopy, are interferometric stability and extreme delay precision (≈5 ns at 600 nm carrier wavelength [21]). The first property stems from its common-mode geometry: any mechanical vibration of its optical components is experienced by both light replicas, so that their relative delay is not perturbed. It can thus guarantee exceptional (better than λ/300 in the visible [21]) path-length stability and reproducibility, with attosecond precision in the introduced delay. To understand the second property, we recall that, for a given translation ΔL of the wedge in block A, the corresponding delay variation between the two replicas is [25]:

$$\tau_{TWINS} = \Delta L \tan \alpha \frac{1}{v_{gp}} = \frac{\Delta L \tan \alpha (n_{go} - n_{ge})}{c}$$

Where c is the speed of light in vacuum, α is the apex angle of the wedges, vgo(vge) and ngo(nge) are the group velocity and the group refractive index of the ordinary (extraordinary) polarization, respectively. Equation 4 should be compared to the corresponding one for a classical Michelson interferometer [2]

$$\tau_{MI} = 2 \Delta L / c$$

Where ΔL in this case represents the translation of the moving mirror. This shows that in TWINS the delay induced by a given wedge translation is demultiplied, with respect to a classical Michelson interferometer, by the so-called gear ratio:

$$G = \frac{\tau_{MI}}{\tau_{TWINS}} = \frac{2}{[\tan \alpha (n_{go} - n_{ge})]}$$

For typical values of the geometrical and optical parameters, one has G = 30±60, thus resulting in extremely high delay accuracies. For this reason, standard mechanical delay lines with ±1 μm positioning accuracy and reproducibility allow for interferometric measurements with a delay control of the order of a few tens of attoseconds [21]. We note that, due to chromatic dispersion, ngp and nge are a function of the wavelength, so that, following Eq. (4), at any given position of the translating wedge of the TWINS the delay experienced by the different spectral components is different. Calibration of the wavelength axis is performed following the procedures described in [20],[21]. This procedure also corrects for any deviation in the actual apex angle of the birefringent wedges from the desired designed one.

Considering an asymmetric interferogram with the position of the zero optical path difference close to one extreme of the scan range of the moving wedge (so as to achieve the highest spectral resolution), the maximum translation ΔL of the wedge is close to its length L, so that the maximum spectral resolution achievable is:

$$\Delta \nu = \left(\tau_{max}\right)^{-1} = \frac{c}{L \tan \alpha (n_{go} - n_{ge})}$$

For typical designs, τmax ranges between 1 and 3 ps, so that the spectral resolution is 10-30 cm⁻¹, which is sufficient for most applications, such as linear absorption spectroscopy, colorimetry, pump-probe spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy in the solid state.

Figure 2 plots the scheme of a spectrometer based on the TWINS interferometer. A polarizer at the input insures that the polarization of the input beam is at 45° with respect to the optical axes of blocks A and B. After the birefringent plates, a half-wave plate rotates the polarization by 45°, before a Wollaston prism (WP10 from Thorlabs), so to create two orthogonally polarized beams diverging horizontally, each containing projections of the two delayed replicas. These replicas interfere at each of the two detectors of a balanced photodiode, measuring two interferograms which, due to energy conservation, are phase shifted by π (i.e. the maximum of one channel corresponds to the minimum of the other). The differential output signal has thus zero offset and the interference fringes have double intensity with respect to those measured by a single detector. We note that the half-wave plate in Fig. 2 can also be avoided, by rotating the Wollaston prism and the photodiode by 45° around the beam axis. With respect to the general scheme presented in Fig. 1, the one in Fig. 2 has the advantage of avoiding the 50% loss in energy introduced by the final polarizer, thus reaching a throughput close to unity (losses being limited only to the Fresnel reflections at the surfaces of the optical elements, that can be minimized using suitable broadband anti-reflection coatings).

We first consider Si photodiodes (PDB450A, Thorlabs, Inc.), in order to cover the visible spectral range. To characterize the spectral resolution of the instrument, we illuminate the TWINS spectrometer with a He-Ne laser emitting a narrow line (in the GHz range) at 632.8 nm. We use custom-made lithium-niobate (LiNbO₃) wedges (with birefringence Δn = nᵣ-nᵢ=0.1-0.08 in the visible and Δn = 0.08-0.07 in the NIR) with 10° apex angle (from Foctek Photonics Inc., Fuzhou, China). The wedge is translated to its maximum excursion (32-mm travel range) to provide the highest spectral resolution. Portions of the recorded...
The amplitude of the fringes remains nearly constant over the scan range, as this is shorter than the coherence length of He-Ne laser ($\approx 20$ cm for our multi-mode He-Ne lasers). Figure 3(b) plots the corresponding spectrum, retrieved by means of a FT after apodization of the recorded interferogram with a Gaussian window. Weak residual oscillations (<5% relative intensity) are present around the peak (within $\pm 10$nm), due to a slight anharmonicity of oscillations induced by small systematic positioning errors of the translation stage. As highlighted in the inset of Fig. 3(b), the spectral resolution is $\approx 1$-nm. If needed, higher spectral resolutions could be achieved: (i) using a material with higher birefringence, such as rutile (TiO$_2$) with $\Delta n=0.3$; (ii) increasing the scan range of the moving wedge; or (iii) widening its apex angle.

We then replace the silicon detector with an InGaAs one (PDB450C, Thorlabs, Inc.) to test the capability of our spectrometer to measure a structured NIR spectral profile. For this purpose, we use as a light source a broadband supercontinuum generated in a highly nonlinear fiber. Figure 4 plots the spectrum of the laser measured with a commercial InGaAs spectrometer (dotted red line), superimposed to the spectrum measured with the TWINS spectrometer (solid black line) after calibrating for the InGaAs responsivity. The agreement is very good and the discrepancies are mainly due to an inhomogeneous spectral content of the laser beam across its spatial profile. While the TWINS spectrometer is not equipped with an entrance slit, so that it measures the average spectrum (spatially integrated across the entire beam), the commercial InGaAs spectrometer is based on a standard imaging design, with an entrance slit, a grating and focusing optics, so that different spectra are collected across its spatial profile.

### III. TWINS Applications

#### A. Application to linear spectroscopy: a spectrophotometer

We first exploit the TWINS to implement a spectrophotometer capable of measuring absorption spectra of samples with high resolution (~1nm) in the visible/NIR wavelength range [20]. The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 5. It is very similar to that in Fig. 2, the only difference being the insertion of the sample to be characterized in one of the two beams generated by the Wollaston prism. Since the interferograms generated by the two outputs of the Wollaston prism are in antiphase, their Fourier transforms differ just by a phase term, so that their power spectra are identical, and one of them can serve as a reference, allowing to record accurate absorption spectra of samples in a single measurement. Dividing the spectrum of the light transmitted by the sample by that of the reference arm, one compensates for any spectral intensity fluctuation of the incident light. We illuminate the samples with a high-power supercontinuum fiber laser (NKT Photonics model SuperK Extreme EXW-12), emitting an ultra-broadband spectrum in the 500–2300 nm range. Figure 6 shows as a gray area the measured spectrum, which extends only up to ~1050 nm due to the responsivity of the Si detector used for these experiments. We note that similar results could also be obtained employing an incoherent source, such as a collimated light bulb typically present in UV-VIS spectrophotometers. In the latter case, the drawback of reduced brightness could be alleviated using a photomultiplier instead of a photodiode as detector. Fig. 6 shows as solid lines the transmission spectra, measured with the TWINS.
spectrophotometer, of 10-nm bandwidth interferential filters (Corion series BPF10) at different wavelengths in the visible/NIR spectral region (solid lines). Fig. 6 also plots the transmission of a band-pass filter (Semrock model FF01-786). The results are in excellent agreement (both for the shape and the amplitude) with the transmission spectra measured with a standard spectrophotometer based on a monochromator (squares in Fig. 6).

B. Application to nonlinear spectroscopy

We then apply the TWINS interferometer to broadband nonlinear spectroscopy, in the pump-probe [24] and SRS [23] configurations. Since both techniques use the same experimental approach to extract the differential signal, for the sake of clarity we will explain it in detail for the pump-probe case. In a pump-probe experiment a first ultrashort light pulse, the pump, excites the sample and modifies its transmission, inducing a frequency-dependent gain or loss in a time-delayed probe pulse that contains information on the sample dynamics. Modulation transfer is typically used to sensitively detect the pump-induced transmission change of the probe: the pump is periodically switched on and off and the nonlinear interaction in the sample transfers the pump modulation to the probe.

If the probe spectrum is detected in the frequency domain with a spectrometer, the maximum refresh rates of line-scan cameras limit the modulation frequency to a few kHz [26]-[28]. On the other hand, to increase the sensitivity, one should modulate the pump at higher frequencies in the MHz range (ideally at exactly half the laser repetition rate), to benefit from the lower relative intensity noise of the probe beam at these high frequencies [29]. For MHz modulation, synchronous detection is performed with high-frequency lock-in amplifiers, which however work only for a single channel, so that information on the frequency dependence of the probe transmission change is lost.

Our approach combines FT spectroscopy with high-frequency single-channel lock-in detection, enabling the use of broadband probe pulses, and thus the sensitive measurement of their spectral changes over a wide frequency range. This is possible thanks to the linearity of the FT operator, which guarantees that the difference between the FTs of two interferograms is equal to the FT of the difference of the two interferograms. A lock-in amplifier, in fact, extracts the difference of two signals, i.e. the intensity of the probe light transmitted by the sample in the presence and in the absence of the pump. Therefore, the FT of the interferogram of the demodulated lock-in signal corresponds to the difference between the probe spectra in the presence and absence of the pump.

A scheme of our setup for broadband pump-probe spectroscopy with time-domain detection is shown in Fig. 7. The modulated pump and the probe, delayed by $\tau_{pp}$, are combined on the sample, after which the probe beam, either spatially or spectrally filtered, is sent to the TWINS interferometer, generating two phase-locked replicas with delay $\tau$. We note that, as the TWINS are placed after the sample, the pulse duration is not required to be kept constant, so that also in this case we can employ the simplified version of the TWINS lacking the two isotropic wedges. The energy of the replicas is measured with a photodiode, whose output is recorded by an analog to digital converter (ADC), obtaining the probe interferogram $I_{pp}(\tau)$, whose FT gives the probe spectrum $\tilde{I}_{pp}(\omega_{pr})$. At the same time, the output of the photodiode is sent to a lock-in amplifier, whose demodulated output is the probe differential interferogram $\Delta I_{pp}(\omega_{pr},\tau_{pp})$, giving, after FT, the differential probe spectrum $\Delta \tilde{I}_{pp}(\omega_{pr},\tau_{pp})$. The differential transmission ($\Delta T/T$) spectrum of the probe pulse is finally computed as:

$$
\frac{\Delta T}{T}(\omega_{pr},\tau_{pp}) = \frac{\Delta \tilde{I}_{pp}(\omega_{pr},\tau_{pp})}{\tilde{I}_{pp}(\omega_{pr})}
$$

(7)

This approach provides a unique way to measure small spectral changes (down to a few parts in $10^6$) in broadband light pulses using a single photodetector and MHz modulation frequencies. In the following we will present the detailed experimental setups and results for pump-probe and SRS.

B1. Broadband pump-probe spectroscopy

The broadband pump-probe setup starts from a mode-locked Er-doped fiber oscillator (FemtoFiber Pro from
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Fig. 6. Transmission spectra of interferential filters at different wavelengths and of a bandpass filter (Semrock FF01-786), measured with the TWINS (solid lines) and with a commercial spectrophotometer (squares).

Fig. 7. Sketch of the setup used for broadband pump-probe spectroscopy and SRS.
Toptica Photonics) generating 70-fs pulses at 1.55-μm central wavelength and 40-MHz repetition rate. The oscillator output seeds two synchronized Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) each of which boosts the average output power to 350 mW. The first E DFA output is frequency doubled in a β-barium borate crystal to generate 100-fs pump pulses at 780 nm, while the second output is sent to a highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF), which produces a broadband supercontinuum spanning the 950-1450 nm range [30], used as a probe. The pump beam is sent to an acousto-optic modulator (Gooch and Housego model AOMO 3200) synchronized with the laser clock and working at 20-MHz. A motorized delay line finely adjusts the pump-probe delay with ~1fs accuracy and reproducibility. Pump and probe beams are non-collinearly focused on the same area on the sample at a small relative angle (≈5°). After the sample, the probe/Stokes beam is sent to the TWINS interferometer followed by a Wollaston prism and a balanced InGaAs detector (Thorlabs PDB450C), to obtain an interferogram with double amplitude and zero offset (see Fig. 2). For these and the following experiments, we use custom-made alpha barium borate (α-BBO) wedges (from FocTek Photonics Inc., Fuzhou, China) with apex angle α = 7° and 25-mm lateral size, that guarantee a spectral resolution down to ~5 nm in the NIR. According to Fig. 7, the detector output is connected to an ADC card and to a high-frequency lock-in amplifier (HF2LI from Zurich Instruments) to measure simultaneously the probe spectrum $\tilde{I}_p(\omega_p)$ and the differential probe spectrum $\Delta \tilde{I}_p(\omega_p, \tau_{pp})$. The time constant of the lock-in amplifier is typically set to a value ~100 times smaller than the time required for the wedge to scan a fringe of the interferogram, of the order of 100 µs.

To test the performance of the pump-probe setup, we measure a multi-layer graphene sample prepared by liquid phase exfoliation of graphite, similar to those used as a saturable absorber in mode-locked lasers [31]. The sample is produced by vacuum filtration of 500 µL of ink, diluted in 1 ml of deionized water (DIW). The film is then transferred on a 100-μm glass coverslip. The protocol to obtain the ink is as follows [32],[33]: 120 mg of graphite flakes (Sigma-Aldrich) are dispersed in 10 mL of DIW with 90 mg sodium deoxycholate, then placed in an ultrasonic bath for 9 h and subsequently ultracentrifuged using a TH-641 swinging bucket rotor in a Sorvall WX-100 ultracentrifuge at 10 krpm (17 000g) for 1 h. After ultracentrifugation, the top 70% of the dispersion is extracted by pipetting and then vacuum filtered via 100 nm pore-size filters (Millipore nitrocellulose filter membranes). In order to remove the surfactant, the film is rinsed by vacuum filtration of 20ml DIW. The transfer is done by applying pressure and heat (90°C, to improve adhesion) overnight (10 h), followed by dissolution of the filter in acetone. To remove acetone residuals, the sample is then rinsed in isopropl alcohol and in DIW baths.

The two-dimensional map of the differential transmission signal $\Delta T/T(\lambda_p, \tau_{pp})$ as a function of wavelength $\lambda_p$ and probe delay $\tau_{pp}$ is shown in Fig. 8(a). For this experiment the translating wedge of TWINS is moved at 6 mm/s constant speed on a 3-mm travel range, resulting in a ≈50 nm spectral resolution and an acquisition time of 0.5-s per $\Delta T/T$ spectrum. A close-up of the signal at negative time delays for $\lambda=1270$ nm (inset of Fig. 8(c)) highlights the high signal-to-noise ratio of our $\Delta T/T$ spectra (rms fluctuations of the signal as low as $\Delta T/T=2.7\times10^{-6}$, after averaging 3 scans, corresponding to 1.5-seconds total integration time).

We observe for all probe wavelengths a positive signal, due to ground-state photo-bleaching, which displays a bi-exponential decay (see black solid line in Fig. 8(c)), with a fast time constant ($\tau_1 = 180$ fs) followed by a slower one ($\tau_2 = 1.5$ ps). We assign the faster decay to the interaction with optical phonons, and the slower one to that with acoustic phonons. The first process corresponds to our $\tau_1$ and the second to our $\tau_2$, consistent with what previously reported for graphite [34], or for single layer graphene prepared by mechanical exfoliation [35], chemical vapor deposition [36],[37], or multilayer graphene on SiC [38].

**B2. Broadband Stimulated Raman Scattering Microscopy**

Coherent Raman scattering (CRS) [39] is a powerful tool for label-free identification of molecules in cells and tissues, based on their intrinsic vibrational response, with growing applications in biomedical optics [40]. Among CRS techniques, SRS is emerging as the one of choice due to advantages, such as the linear concentration dependence of the signal, and the lack of non-resonant background [41]. In SRS the sample is illuminated by two synchronized pulses, the pump (at frequency $\omega_p$) and the Stokes (at frequency $\omega_S$),
When the pump-Stokes frequency detuning matches a characteristic vibrational frequency $\Omega$ of the system under study, i.e. $\omega_p - \omega_S = \Omega$, then the two pulses interact via the resonant vibrational third-order nonlinearity, resulting in amplification of the Stokes pulse (Stimulated Raman Gain, SRG) and simultaneous attenuation of the pump pulse (Stimulated Raman Loss). SRS is thus technically similar to pump-probe, since one has to detect a tiny (typically a part in $10^4$-$10^6$) differential signal (the SRG or SRL) sitting on a large background (the Stokes or pump intensity).

In broadband SRS one records the full SRG/SRL spectrum, delivering an information which is equivalent to that of spontaneous Raman, but potentially with a much shorter acquisition time. Broadband SRS is technically very demanding, as the SRG/SRL signal is typically very small ($\Delta T/T \approx 10^{-4}$ or less) under conditions relevant for biomedical applications [42]. Most current implementations use a serial approach, in which both pump and Stokes pulses are narrowband and the SRS spectrum is acquired by rapidly scanning their detuning across the vibrational resonances of interest [43], [44]. Alternatively, one can detect the full SRG/SRL spectrum in parallel using a spectrometer but with a low readout rate which strongly limits the sensitivity [45]. Multichannel lock-in amplifiers have been employed, but only at low modulation frequencies, resulting again in low sensitivity [46]. Much better results were obtained using a multi-channel active filter, consisting of a series of electronic band-pass filters and trans-impedance amplifiers [42], although with a limited number of pixels.

Here we demonstrate time-domain broadband SRS using FT detection. The principle of the measurement is the same as in Fig. 7, with the probe replaced by a broadband Stokes pulse which is temporally overlapped with the narrowband pump. We start from the Er:fiber laser described in the previous section, with two synchronized EDFA outputs. The first is frequency doubled in a 1-cm long periodically poled LiNbO$_3$ crystal, producing a narrowband (~15 cm$^{-1}$) 783-nm pump pulse with average power up to 110 mW and ~2ps duration [47]. The second output is spectrally broadened in a highly non-linear fiber (HNLF), resulting in a short-wavelength dispersive wave covering the 950-1100 nm range, used as the broadband Stokes pulse. The corresponding pump-Stokes frequency detuning is 2000-3500 cm$^{-1}$, mostly in resonance with the PS, 2955 cm$^{-1}$ mostly in resonance with the PMMA, and 2910 cm$^{-1}$, mostly in resonance with the PMMA and 2910 cm$^{-1}$, where the two materials display a comparable Raman response. Fig. 10 shows the example of two chemometric analysis of the acquired dataset. (a) SRG spectra for PMMA (solid black line) and PS (dotted red line). (b) False-color image of the sample, showing a central bead of PMMA (in red), surrounded by smaller beads of PS (in green). (c) and (d): concentrations maps of PMMA and PS.
reports the results of a chemometric analysis on the dataset, performed using the MCR-ALS Matlab routine [48], which allows one to separate the different components of the blend. We note that our broadband SRS has good sensitivity and spectral resolution, while the current acquisition speed is too slow for biomedical applications.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the development and applications of a time-domain FT spectrometer, which measures linear and nonlinear spectra over a broad bandwidth using a single-channel detector. Our approach relies on a passive interferometer, that we called TWINS, which exploits the birefringence of an optical material to impose an arbitrary delay on two orthogonal polarization components by continuously varying the material thickness. TWINS has the following properties: (i) since both pulse replicas follow the same optical path, their delay is locked with very high stability and reproducibility (better than $\lambda/300$ in the visible [21]) and is insensitive to mechanical fluctuations; (ii) the device demultiplies any transverse translation of the wedges, allowing extremely high delay accuracy (in the attosecond range); (iii) the device is inherently phase stable and does not require any feedback stabilization as a standard interferometer; (iv) the two pulses have pure perpendicular polarizations, which can be projected to the same direction by a polarizer. Furthermore, TWINS is a compact, rugged, and potentially low-cost device (the birefringent material, the polarizers and the translation stage could cost around a few thousand dollars).

We first reviewed the linear applications of TWINS, which allows one to measure with a single-channel detector optical spectra over a very broad wavelength range from the visible to the infrared, limited by the detector responsibility and the transparency of the birefringent material. We also applied TWINS to nonlinear spectroscopy, both in the pump-probe and the SRS configurations, demonstrating its capability to measure with high sensitivity ($\sim 2 \times 10^{-6}$) broadband differential transmission spectra in combination with high-frequency modulation and lock-in detection.

The delay stability of the TWINS interferometer as well as its simplicity and compactness pave the way to many future developments. The TWINS configurations we presented, using LiNbO$_3$ and $\alpha$-BBO as birefringent materials, work over the 190 nm – 5 µm range. Extension to longer wavelengths, especially to the fingerprint region (5-10 µm) crucial for molecular identification [11], would be enabled by the use of birefringent materials with extended MIR transparency, such as H$_2$Cl$_2$ (calomel) [49] and would result in simple, compact and low-cost FTIR spectrometers. The TWINS delay stability would also benefit step-scan FTIR spectroscopy, used to study structural dynamics in photoinduced reactions on the nanosecond to microsecond timescale [50]. The step-scan approach could also be used to considerably speed up the acquisition time in broadband SRS microscopy, overcoming the intrinsically limited scan speed of the wedges. Exploiting the delay stability of TWINS, one could acquire an entire SRS image for a fixed delay $\tau$ of the interferometer, and then repeat the acquisition at various delays, thus computing the FT in parallel for all pixels only at the end of the measurement. The delay accuracy of TWINS would also allow undersampling of the interferogram at a frequency which is significantly (at least 4 times) lower than the Nyquist limit [51], further reducing the acquisition time. We anticipate that, by a combination of step-scan and undersampling, it should be possible to acquire broadband SRS images in a few seconds, enabling many applications in life sciences.
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